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Abstract. New, coordinatedmeasurementsfrom the International Solar-Terrestrial

Physics(ISTP) constellationof spacecraftare presentedto showthe causesandeffectsof
recurrentgeomagnetic
activityduringrecentsolarminimumconditions.It is foundusing
WIND and POLAR datathat evenfor modestgeomagneticstorms,relativisticelectron
fluxesare stronglyandrapidlyenhanced
withintheouterradiationzoneof theEarth's
magnetosphere.
Solarwinddataareutilizedto identifythedriversof magnetospheric
accelerationprocesses.
YohkohsolarsoftX-ray dataarealsousedto identifythe solarcoronal holesthatproducethe high-speedsolarwind streamswhich,in turn,causethe recurrentgeomagnetic
activity.It is concluded
thatevenduringextremelyquietsolarconditions(sunspotminimum)therearediscernible
coronalholesandresultantsolarwind
streamswhichcanproduceintensemagnetospheric
particleacceleration.
As a practical
consequence
of this Sun-Earthconnection,it is notedthat a long-lastingE> 1MeV electroneventin late March 1996 appearsto havecontributedsignificantlyto a majorspacecraft (Anik E 1) operationalfailure.

Introduction

moving rapidly through the heliosphere. Their outward motion can lead to great distortion of the ambient interplaneLarge, nonrecurrent geomagnetic storms develop at Earth
tary mediumand, given a sufficiently high relative speed,
due to aperiodic solar disturbances.One of the most notable
CMEs can be drivers for strong interplanetary shock waves.
such features of solar activity is coronal mass ejections
Gosling et al. [1991] discussedCMEs as plasma structures
(CMEs). These are large expulsionsof material from the Sun
with closed field line topology. Rapid motion through the
[e.g., Gosling et al., 1991, references therein] which are ambient solar wind would lead to a forward shock wave in
normally associatedwith eruptive prominencesand other sofront of the CME. The ambient interplanetary magnetic field
lar disturbances.It is sometimesfound that the leading edges
(IMF) that is draped over (and under) the body of the CME
of CMEs are moving outward from the sun at a speed much
causesstrongnorthwardor southwardIMF aheadof the CME.
higher than that of the normal solar wind. Thus these fast
The field compression and draping would lead to stronger
CMEs can appear as large plasma structures,or plasmoids,
than normal magnetic fields at the leading edge of the structure and, of course, the plasma flow velocity would also be
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geomagnetic
storms(with peakAp in the range20-50) are
typically drivenby high-speedsolar wind streamsthat are
characteristic of solar minimum conditions. These streams
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also show high-speedsolar wind measuredat 1 AU. Longterm observationsin the outer magnetosphere(L-6.6) dem-

onstratethat energeticelectronfluxesare stronglymodulated
by solar wind streams[Bakeret al., 1986, 1994a]. Lowerenergy(<_300 keV) particlefluxestrackthe solarwind varia14,141
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tions quite closely and appear to be the direct product of
magnetosphericsubstorm activity (which is obviously controlled by the solar wind and the IMF). Higher-energy (>300
keV) particle fluxes are also modulated by the solar wind
streamsbut are not directly related to substorm acceleration
mechanisms. In fact, the highest-energy electrons show
strongrecurrencetendenciesat the 27-day rotation period of
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the Sun [Williams, 1966; Paulikasand Blake, 1979]. These
appear to closely parallel "recurrent" geomagneticstorms, so
it is important from a physical point of view to understand
these phenomena.
Given the intense interest in understanding the acceleration and transport of high-energy magnetosphericparticles
and their dependenceon solar and magnetospheric conditions, data in the early part of 1996 from several scientific
and operational spacecrafthave been used to examine global
solar-terrestrial connections. These data are employed to
provide a broad context for simultaneously observing the
changesoccurring at the Sun, in the interplanetary medium,
and in the geospace environment under solar minimum conditions. The ISTP spacecraftarmadaand coordinatedgroundbased measurementsyield a comprehensiveview of the complex processes that modulate energetic charged particles in
the magnetosphere;the importance of these particles is underscoredin this study through the possible association of a
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major satellite failure with the radiation environment within
which it was operating.
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Observations

Figure 1 shows the daily Ap geomagnetic index values
[Mayaud, 1980] for the first three months of 1996. Small,
recurrent storms with peak Ap activity levels in the range of
20-40 are evident. The Ap enhancementspeak every 12-15
days. The overall pattern is one of relatively weak activity
with no major storms during the interval. The largest event
(Ap = 38) occurredon day 81 (March 21).
In the present era, since the launch of the WIND spacecraft in November 1994, we are fortunate to have nearly continuous solar wind data. Figure 2a shows the solar wind
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Figure 2. (a) The solar wind speedmeasured
by WIND,
while the (b) GSM longitudeof the IMF measured
by WIND.
The IMF wasin a "toward"sectorconfigurationfor most of
this period. (c) Daily-averagefluxes of 2-6 MeV electronsat
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speed(Vsw) measured
by the Solar Wind Experiment(SWE)
onboard WIND [Ogilvie et al., 1995]. Data are shown as
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hourlyaveragesfor day 1 (January1) to day 100 (April 9) of
1996. It is evident from Figure 2a that there were several
strongsolarwind streameventsthroughoutearly 1996. Notable examplesof solar wind speedpeaks includethose oc-
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Daily Ap magnetic index data for the first 3
1996.

with the 27-day solar rotationperiod:The interleavingof
two sets of such recurrentstreamsproducedan -13-day
stream enhancementperiodicity. The measuredIMF sector
structureusing WIND datais shownas a separatepanel in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2c shows 2-6 MeV electron intensities measured
by the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX)spacecraft at low-Earth, polar orbit [see
Baker et al., 1993]. A subset of the Proton-Electron Telescope (PET), [see Cook et al., 1993] data averagedeach day
for L=5 (+0.1) is plotted for the period day 1 to day 100 of
1996. The SAMPEX data show relatively brief flux peaks associated with solar wind streams in January and February,
but the larger and longer lasting flux enhancement of late
March is quite clear. The occurrenceof relativistic electron
enhancements associated with solar wind streams (but de-

layed by some days) has been known for some time [e.g.,
Paulikas and Blake, 1979]. The exact mechanism, however,
for the electron acceleration process remains a topic of intensive research. It appearsthat the direction of the IMF and

a.

119/96

0956:36

UT

the pattern of solar wind speed changes combine to play a
determiningrole [Blake et al., 1997].
Given the well-known result that the largest solar wind
streamsoriginate from solar coronal holes [e.g., Feldmanet
al., 1978], available solar soft X-ray (Yohkoh) and extreme
ultraviolet (SOHO) data have been examined to identify solar
wind stream source regions. Plate l a shows a Yohkoh soft
X-ray image of the sun taken at 0956:36 UT on January 9,
1996. In general, the solar corona was seen in Yohkoh data
to be extremely quiet and unstructuredduring the early part
of 1996. However, a large coronal hole at low solar latitudes
is evident near central meridian on January 9. This hole undoubtedlygave rise to the solar wind stream which the Earth
encounteredon January 14 (see Figure 2a). This same coronal hole was seen to return in early February and again in
early March of 1996 as shown in the Yohkoh images of
Plates lb and lc. (Note that Baker et al. [1996] also showed
SOHO/EIT

data which

confirmed

the

identification

of

these

coronal hole features seen in Yohkoh data).

b.

2/7/96

0533:36

UT

A key to producing enhanced geomagnetic activity and
subsequentrelativistic electron events within the magnetosphere is a combination of high-speed solar wind and
strongly southwardIMF. Figure 3 shows in the center panel
the solar wind speed from day 60 through day 100. The
lower panel showsthe concurrentvalues of solar wind number density. In the upper panel are shown hourly averagesof

the IMF north-southcomponent(Bz) in GSM coordinatesfor
days 75-86. The IMF data were obtained with the magnetic
field investigation (MFI) onboard the WIND spacecraft
[Lepping et al., 1995]. It is seen that the IMF was rather
strongly and persistentlysouthwardfrom day 77 (March 17)
to near the end of day 81 (March 21). This negative Bz was
"piled up" at the leading edge of the high-speed solar wind
stream which reachedthe Earth's vicinity on --day 80 (March

20). As seenin Figure 1, the southwardIMF and high value
of VSWproduceda notable increasein the global magnetic
index Ap. The Ap value peakedon March 21 when the IMF
was most negative.

Plate 1. (a) A soft X-ray imageof the Sun (courtesyof L.
Acton) taken by the Yohkoh spacecraftat 0956:36 UT on
January 9, 1996. A coronal hole is seen near central merid-

ian extendingfrom the southpolarregionacrossthe equatorial plane.(b) Similarto Figure3a but for February7, 1996.
3/6/96

II20:47

UT

(c) Similar to Figure 3a but for March 6, 1996.
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b.

MeV for Januaryto early April of 1996.

600

that each solar wind stream was associatedwith a large and
relatively brief enhancement of >2 MeV electron fluxes
(e.g., in mid-January, in February, and in early March). On
the other hand, the strong and complex solar wind variations of late March produceda long-lasting (>2 week) enhancement of relativistic electrons at geostationary orbit
beginning on approximately March 12; this persisteduntil
essentially the beginning of April.
Very much the same electron behavior was seen in the
data from Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) sensors
onboard another series of geostationary spacecraft.The data
in Figure 5 are for several energy channels onboard S/C
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stream in early 1996, but the largest and most persistent
flux enhancementwas seen from ,--day 72 to ,--day92 (12
March to 1 April).
A more

extensive

examination

of the

SAMPEX

data at

low-Earth orbit fully supportsthe idea that relativistic electrons were substantiallyenhanced throughout the outer trap-
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Figure 3. (a)Hourly averages of the interplanetary magneticfield Bz component
for days75-86. (b) Hourly averages
of solar wind speedfor days 60-100 of 1996. (c) Hourly averagesof solar wind density for days 60-100 of 1996.

In Figure 4, data from the geostationary orbit GOES 8
spacecraft are shown for electrons with E>2MeV. Note that
the GOES data are shown as daily fluences.Looking at the
low-frequencytemporal patterns, it is seen from Figure 4
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Figure 5. Energeticelectron data from LANL instruments
aboardspacecraft1990-095 at geostationaryorbit.
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same in both data sets. Moreover, the intense and longlasting flux increases of late March and April of 1996 are
also clear. Thus the magnetospheric electron increases are a
truly coherent phenomenon.
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ping zone for nearly 2 weeks in late March. Plate 2a shows
color-codeddata for electronswith E>0.4 MeV for the period
January 1 to April 28 (day I to 150). The data are plotted
for L=I to L=8 with the logarithm of count rate shown by
the color code to the right of Plate 2. The data are shown as
daily averages. It is seen that at each L value, the electron
fluxes dropped to very low values around day 70 (-March
10) and then the fluxes increased rapidly thereafter. There
was a slight drop on -day 81 with a persistentclimb in flux
values after that time until -day 90. Several strong flux enhancement events were seen in the early part of 1996 and
is related

to a solar

4.

1996

Plate 2. (a) L-sorted SAMPEX electron data for days 1 to
150 of 1996 showing data for the E>0.4 MeV electron
channel.The data are color-codedfor each day at L=I to L=8.
(b) Data from a dosimeteron a spacecraftin a highly ellipti- .
cal orbit (HEO) with a 60ø-inclinationand apogeeat 6.6 RE.
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enhancementsclearly extend across L values from ~3.5 to
L>7.

Plate 2b shows data from a dosimeteronboarda spacecraft
at-60 ø inclination and having a highly elliptical orbit
(HEO) extending out to-6.6
RE. Several selected energy
channelsare used as labeled and the data have been averaged
for each day. The period covered is the same (day 1-150) as
in Plate 2a. It is seen that the dosimeter showed exactly the
same features

as the SAMPEX

measurements:

Each individual

brief flux enhancement in January and February looked the
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Plate 3. Global image maps of the flux of >1 MeV electrons in the northernhemispherefor selecteddays in 1996.
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tion belts on March 26, 1996 (day 86) at L valuesand local
times comparableto the passon March 10 showsthat the
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population on March 26.
Discussion

A numberof previousstudies[Gussenhoven
et al., 1987;
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Imhofet al., 1991] have consideredthe temporal changesof
high-energy electrons at various points in the magnetosphere. In an early example, Williams [1966] found a
27-day periodicity in the variation of electron fluxes (E >
280 keV and E > 1.2 MeV) throughout much of the outer
zone. He ascribedthis variation to the effects of high solar
wind kinetic pressuresand the concomitanthigh Alfvenic

Figure 6. POLAR spacecraftdata for high-energyelectrons Machnumber
(MA2 is the !.t0PV2/B2, wheregOis the free
(3.5-5.0 MeV) measuredby the CEPPAD/HIST detectorcom- spacepermeability, V is the solar wind speed,p is the
paring March 10, 1996, data with March 26, 1996, data.
plasma number density, and B is the interplanetaryfield
The spacecraftcuts in L and local time (LT) were similar for
these passes. The counting rates are shown versusL value strength). Williamset al. [1968] subsequentlyexaminedthe
and clearly demonstratethe much higher fluxes and radiation variation of outer zone electrons by using concurrentmeasbelt width on March 26 comparedto March 10. The count- urementsat low and high altitudesand found closely correingratescanbe converted
to flux (cm-2 -s-1 -st-1) by multi- lated changes. Later studiesexamining long-term electron
plying by -10.
propertiestendedto focuson available continuousmeasurements at geosynchronousorbit [e.g., Paulikas and Blake,

The global extent of the radiation belts is shown in a sequenceof northern hemisphere radiation belt projection
maps in Plate 3. These maps show the count rate of electrons with E>I MeV measuredby the heavy ion large telescope(HILT)sensor on SAMPEX [Kleckeret al., 1993] as a
functionof geographiclongitudeand latitude. The rather detailed latitudinalmeasurements
and the coarse(16 orbits/day)
longitudinal samples are contouredand laid down on a
global grid. Plate 3a shows the radiationbelt pattern for
March 7, 1996. The bright red "collar" aroundthe northern
polar region shows that the outer radiation belt was rather
intenseas a result of a small solar wind streamthat peaked
on-March 5. (Note that the red region near the bottom of
the image is relatively constantand is dueto the South Atlantic Anomaly). Plate 3b showsthat the radiationbelts, at
least at low altitude,had diminisheddramaticallyby March 9
(see Plate 2). After the minimum flux conditions of March 9-

10, the flux of trappedelectronsstronglyrecovered.Plate 3c
showsthat the outer zone was intense and broad throughout
late March as is well illustratedby the example shown on
March 26, 1996.
A final

view

of the electron

environment

in the outer

zone is providedby exciting new data from the Comprehensive Energetic Particle Pitch Angle Distribution (CEPPAD)
investigation onboardthe recently launchedPOLAR spacecraft [Blakeet al., 1995]. The high-sensitivity telescope
(HIST) sensor on POLAR measures 0.4 to >10 MeV elec-

trons. In Figure 6, electron fluxes versus L are shown for
two similar passes through the outer zone. Data for March
10, 1996 (day 70), were taken when the radiation belts were
rather weak. It is seen that HIST channel 11 (covering 3.5
MeV • E • 5 MeV) reacheda peak counting rate of only

-5x102 counts/s.Later, when the radiationbelts weremuch
more intense, the flux of electrons measuredby HIST was
muchgreater.For example,a similarpassthroughthe radia-

1979; Baker et al., 1986]. These latter authors also found
clear evidenceof the strong role of high-speed solar wind
streams in controlling the intensity of multi-MeV electrons
at 6.6 R E.

Observationspresentedin this paper reveal that relativistic electrons increase in absolute intensity, often by a factor
of 10 or more, throughoutmuch of the outer magnetosphere
on a timescale of order 1 day. These enhancementsoccur
even during quite weak recurrentgeomagneticstorm activity.
Abrupt flux enhancements
might be expectedto occurin the

very outer magnetosphere,but it is more remarkablethat
low L shells, deep within the magnetosphericcavity, are
able to respondso prominently. As noted above, available
solar wind data show that the large electron intensity increases are associatedwith high-speed solar wind streams
impinging upon the magnetosphere. The leading edge of
these geo-effective streamshave extendedregions of southward IMF

in front of them.

The present survey of energetic electrons suggeststhat
the outer zone can be divided into several regions based
upon the rise and decay characteristicsof electron fluxes.
Between L = 3 and L = 5 the fluxes increase rapidly as the
result of a clear geophysicalevent such as the arrival of a
strong solar wind disturbance. About 2 weeks typically pass
before a further accelerationevent of large magnitudeoccurs.
Outside of L-5.5,
the magnetosphereis undergoing constant change due to frequent substorm activity. It appears
that the region below L--5
is populated by occasional
strong acceleration events, possibly correspondingto periods of greatly enhancedradial diffusion. The source "turns
off" after a relatively short period and the newly energized
electron population decaysaway at a given location. The
electron

intensities

between

L--4

and L--

5.5 wax and wane

[seelmhofet al., 1991, 1994] and the location of the peak
intensity varies in radial distance,indicating that the source
mechanismsare able to accelerate a relatively intense ener-

getic electronpopulationon a timescaleof-1

day.
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Given the large solar wind speedenhancementsand den- usually difficult to infer an exact causeof failure. Evidenceis
sity enhancements(see Figure 4) observedin conjunction typically limited to knowledge of the'final crucial hardware
with the electron flux increases examined here, we expect component that failed, to space environment data collected
largedynamic
pressure
(pV2) enhancements.
Thesepressureby other satellitesand ground-basedsystems,and to the listincreaseswould compressthe magnetosphericfield substan- ing of anomaly historiesof other spacecraftaroundthe crititially, and in so doing would causetime-dependent
(and spa- cal time [Allen, 1994]. It is not clear at this time where, extially varying) electric fields. However, the high-speed actly, within the satellite the recent Anik E1 failure ocstream effects would certainly not be as strong as a major curred. It could have been in the battery system, in the conshock (and associatedstorm) nor would the compressionoc- nectingcircuitry,or in the solarpanelunit itself. The failure
cur as quickly. We expectfor any substantial
inductiveelec- mechanismis unclear: It could be a random part failure or retric field associated with the changing B field that some lated engineering failure. However, it is also conceivable
electronsfrom relatively high L shells wouldbe driven in- that the spaceenvironment may have played a role in the
ward by the solarwind streamcompressionand in the proc- anomaly.
Evidencepresentedin this report demonstratesthat there
ess the relativistic magnetic moment invariant (gr =
P2_2/2mo
B, whereP.Lis the perpendicular
momentum
andmo was a large relativisticelectronflux increaseduringthe same
is the electron rest mass) would be preserved. Thus the per- period of time as the Anik E1 failure. This suggestsa relapendicularrelativisticenergy increasesin proportionto the tively hostile space environment. Several other spacecraft
squareroot of the local magneticfield strength(B) at the fi- also suffered operationalanomalieson, or about, March 26,
nal particle location. However, it would be surprisingin 1996 [Bakeret al., 1996]. Indeed, a remarkablearray of scithis scenarioto achieve very high energization due to the entific and operational spacecraft, as shown here, reveals
relatively slow compressionsassociatedwith solar wind that the high-energy electron environmentwas quite elevated
streams. We look forward to a future evaluation of this acthroughoutlate March 1996. The satellite and ground-based
celeration

mechanism.

data suggest that the space environment could have caused,

While the relativistic electrons that are the topic of this

or at least exacerbated, the conditions onboard Anik E1 that

paper may still have an unclearaccelerationmechanism,
their impacton spacesystemsis well known.Scientificsatellites (e.g., Spacecraft Charging at High Altitudes
(SCATHA) andCombinedReleaseand RadiationEffectsSatellite (CRRES))have simultaneouslymeasured
the energetic

led to the power failure that crippled the spacecraft[Bakeret
al., 1996]-through the mechanism of deep-dielectriccharging. As is the case for most on-orbit anomalies, one does
not know, and probably will never be able to determine,
whether the space environment was a significant factor in
the Anik failure. Howeve'r,we have shown using data from
several scientific experiments that the radiation environment
was enhanced and should be considered in the anomaly
analysis.

electron environment and monitored the deleterious effects

they can causeon spacecraft
electronics.One seriouseffect
is deepdielectricchargingwhichoccurswhenenergeticelectrons penetrateand chargedielectric materials. When the
fluxesare high enoughfor a sufficientlylong time, the accumulatedchargecan causethe dielectricto break down, re-

sultingin an electricpulsethat can coupleinto andprofoundly disturb critical components.The associationbetween an elevated fluence of relativistic

electrons and coin-
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